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Abstract: Fiber slow light systems are at a turning point moving from a laboratory research to real 
applications. The possibility to shape the spectral resonance in Brillouin slow light leads to 
optimized configurations and innovative solutions. 
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1. Introduction 
The possibility to realize slow & fast light elements in optical fibers has been considered like a an essential step 
moving slow & fast light experiments from a scientific curiosity to the real world, since such elements can be 
seamlessly integrated in all fiber-based systems [1]. Since the pioneering experiments in 2004-2005 using the sharp 
spectral resonance induced by stimulated Brillouin scattering [2, 3] steady progresses have been realized towards 
longer delays [4], higher bit rates [5], lower distortion [6] and eventually the compatibility with telecommunication 
lines [7]. In this presentation the state-of-the art of slow & fast light in optical fibers will be reviewed and an 
overview on future perspectives and trends in research will be discussed. 
2. Approaches for slow light in optical fibers 
In most implementation of slow & fast light in optical fibers a spectral resonance is induced in the fiber medium 
through a parametric process that requires a strict phase matching condition. This secures a narrowband interaction. 
This resonance will in turn induce the sharp refractive index change that leads to the important and controllable 
group velocity change. 
The most efficient parametric process in optical fibers – that turns out to be moreover very narrowband by 
essence – is stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), in which an energy transfer between 2 contrapropagating waves 
in a single mode fiber can be realized through the intercession of an acoustic wave. Efficient narrowband 
amplification can be realized, with milliwatt pump power and over a bandwidth of some 30 MHz. The first 
demonstrations of slow and fast light in optical fibers were logically realized using SBS [2, 3], and this approach has 
steadily shown the best potentialities for the optimization of slow light systems, as described in the next section. The 
SBS implementation could also succeed in realizing important velocity changes in meter-long segments of optical 
fiber, from a 10-fold reduction of the group velocity [8] to acceleration up to a superluminal velocity and even a 
negative velocity [9]. 
Another approach based on the parametric amplification generated by the Kerr optical nonlinearity [10] was 
also proposed shortly after, that presents the advantage to show a bandwidth more compatible with the very high 
data rate exceeding 10 Gbit/s, however at the expense of a pump power in the Watt range. In this approach the 
bandwidth can be modified to a large extent by judiciously placing pump and signal in the fiber dispersion curve. 
Finally a fiber slow light element was also demonstrated based on stimulated scattering Raman, however the 
broadband nature of the Raman interaction restricts the operating range to the femtosecond scale [11]. 
Let’s mention other approaches based on other concepts but parametric process, such as coherent population 
oscillation in erbium doped fibers [12], very efficient but restricted to kilohertz bandwidth, and gap solitons in fiber 
Bragg gratings [13]. 
3. Engineered slow light in fiber delay lines 
A unique feature of SBS is the possibility to modify and freely shape the gain spectral distribution by modulating the 
pump spectrum [1]. This capability was soon identified like the solution to extend the bandwidth arbitrarily beyond 
the 30 MHz given by the natural Brillouin linewidth [14]. The compatibility of Brillouin slow light systems with 
large bandwidth was then demonstrated up to 12 GHz using a single pump [5] and even extended up to 25 GHz 
using two pumps [15]. It should be mentioned that the required pump power increases linearly with the bandwidth to 
maintain the same normalized delay, leading to pump levels close to the Watt range for Gbit/s delay line. 
But the possibility to shape the gain spectrum was not only used to extend the bandwidth, it turned out to be also 
a good solution to make the slowing effect more efficient (more delay for an equivalent pump power) and with less 
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distortion [16]. It could be demonstrated that a rectangular gain spectrum is the optimized spectral distribution to 
minimize distortion for a given delay [6, 17].  
Very interesting and imaginative solutions have also been proposed by combining and superposing SBS gain 
and loss spectra, showing different spectral widths and/or central frequencies [1]. Following this approach delay 
lines with zero amplitude change could be demonstrated [18] and a substantial enhancement of the delaying 
efficiency could be realized [19].  
4. Perspectives 
Fiber slow light systems have now proved to be mature enough to be implemented in real systems; however they 
remain subject to fundamental limitations. Simple theoretical considerations show that the delaying effect naturally 
gives rise to a pulse broadening due to the combined effect of the low pass filtering in the spectral resonance and the 
residual third order dispersion induced by the sharp index change [17]. Even after optimization [6] the distortion 
remains acceptable only for few bits delay, far from the expectation for optical buffering in digital delay lines. 
Recent works have proposed some miraculous implementations to cancel broadening, but are mostly based on 
incomplete and biased views about the essence of the broadening effects. It remains that fiber slow light delay lines 
find an excellent field of application in analog signal processing, such as microwave photonics. For this class of 
application a one-period delay is sufficient for a full control and the inherent linearity of SBS slow light elements is 
a key asset. 
Other research efforts are now carried out to find other fields of application for slow light that are not strictly 
related to a simple delaying effect. Currently few applications use the property that the light signal envelope 
intrinsically propagates at a lower velocity. Some studies show that slow light may be beneficial to enhance the 
light-matter interaction in some situations and can be a nice solution to make sensors or nonlinear elements more 
efficient and more compact[20, 21]. This is still an opened field for research and interesting demonstrations are 
expected in the coming years. 
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